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Wake Riders 

 

By: Parker Moore 
 

 
   Target Audience: Male, Age: 14 - 32 

   Gamer Type: Casual 

   Target Platforms: IOS Mobile 

   Genre: Endless Runner 

   Number of Players: 1 

   Projected Release Date: 1/1/2017 

   

 

 
 

High Concept Statement 

 
Get ready, get set, SKI!! In this game you are a frat star skiing behind a raging party boat. Your job is to 
ski for as long as you can while avoiding debris in the water including empty soda cans, rocks, twigs 
and more! 
 

Tap the screen to jump over debris. Press and hold screen while in the air to perform a backflip for 
extra style points. Don’t fall! 
 

Be fascinated by a one-of-a-kind waterskiing 2D side scrolling endless runner! Laugh at the silly antics 
on the party boat as well as the funny faces of the frat star as he soars through the air.  

 
Feature Set 

 
 Simplistic yet wildly entertaining gameplay 

 Glide through the water on twin skis  
 Immerse yourself for minutes at a time in a relaxing yet satisfying trip around the world  

 
 A good ol’ fashion endless runner 

 A scoring system based on debris jumped and flips preformed  
 Follow the frat star as he ski’s around the world! 

 

Team Roles 

 Manager/Team Lead: Parker Moore  
 Game Designer: Parker Moore (Unity) 
 Programmer: Parker Moore (C#) 
 Artist: Parker Moore / Jacob Cline (Pyxel Edit) 
 Audio Designer: Parker Moore (Free SFX maker) 
 Level Designer: Parker Moore 
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The Competition  

A game with similar mechanics and design is Ridge Runner by Turbo Chilli Pty Ltd. In this game you 
are on a mountain ridge continuously running and scoring points by pole-vaulting over fences set at 
different heights. Frat Ski Party is going to have more dynamic animations than Ridge Runner. I will 
simulate the buoyancy of gliding over waves to give the player a better sensation of being in game. 

Another inspiration is Flappy Bird made by .GEARS. I took the idea of a side scrolling 2D game and 
wanted to make it my own. The mechanics of the game will be different but the overall feel and premise 
will be vaguely similar.  

Frat Ski Party is similar to almost every endless runner. The aspect that makes this game special is the 
game feel. I am planning on designing the interactive feelings between character and user to be 
synonymous. I want the user to almost feel the rocking of the waves and the misfortune of getting an 
ear full of water when they fall. 

 

Scope Management 

Green Light (to be completed on time): 

 A single character with limited animations (falling, jumping, idle) skiing behind a boat 
 Score system based on avoiding obstacles and preforming flips 
 Multiple background sceneries of renowned water ways around the world  

Yellow Light (completed if extra time or in updates): 

 Additional characters (Sorority Queen) 
 Additional skis  
 Additional obstacles to avoid (shark, assorted food, girls gone overboard) 

Red Light (will be completed once my skills as a programmer evolve): 

 Weekly competitions and leader boards 
 Multiplayer mode, compete against friends 1v1 

 

 


